STUDENT FURNITURE FOR ALL LEARNING STRATEGIES

Learning without boundaries requires flexibility. Student-centered, active learning needs adaptable furnishings. Fun, mobile classroom furniture is easily reconfigured to accommodate teaching styles, student spaces, collaboration centers and more!

Project Based Learning
Work in teams on long-term projects that investigate real-life problems or challenging questions

Active Learning
Engages students in the learning process

Cooperative Learning
Brings together small teams of students with different levels of ability

Lecture Based Learning
Teacher centered presentation strategy where students learn by listening
KITE
Creative Shapes to Inspire Learning
Create a wide range of individual or group layouts

Designed to Move
Standard with 3/4" nylon leveling glides. Add 50mm dual soft wheel casters and use “wheel barrow” style for mobility and safety

Group in Pods
These shapes work individually or intuitively combine with others to create an infinite array of configurations

Endless Possibilities
These fun, imaginative and mobile friendly shape desks can easily reconfigure to create a wide range of individual or group layouts. Create an infinite array of solutions to meet the needs of various teaching styles, student spaces, collaboration stations and more!

for more ideas, visit artcobell.com